Abstract The ideal binary mask (IBM) is widely considered to be the benchmark for time-frequency-based sound source separation techniques such as computational auditory scene analysis (CASA). However it is well known that binary masking introduces objectionable distortion, especially musical noise. This can make binary masking unsuitable for sound source separation applications where the output is auditioned. It has been suggested that soft masking reduces musical noise and leads to a higher quality output. A previously defined soft mask, the ideal ratio mask (IRM), is found to have similar properties to the IBM, may correspond more closely to auditory processes, and offers additional computational advantages. Consequently the IRM is proposed as the goal of CASA. To further support this position, a number of studies are reviewed that show soft masks to provide superior performance to the IBM in applications such as automatic speech recognition and speech intelligibility. A brief empirical study provides additional evidence demonstrating the objective and perceptual superiority of the IRM over the IBM.
Introduction
A natural environment usually consists of a number of sound sources. Some may convey information that is important to the listener (a person speaking for example), whilst others may be less important (a distant vehicle for example). If the important information is considered to be a target signal and all other sound is considered to be noise/interference, then this situation may be modelled as
where z is the mixture at sample index n, x is the target signal, h is the acoustic/channel impulse response, and d st and d nst are stationary and non-stationary noise/interference respectively [33] . In certain situations these unhelpful interfering sound source(s) may prevent the listener from receiving all of the information from the important target sound source. A machine listener, such as an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, may also be impeded by the presence of interfering sounds. But in a natural environment acoustic interference is often inescapable.
Hence reducing the level of acoustic interference may be useful in a number of applications, including: ASR, speaker identification, human-computer interaction, audio information retrieval, and hearing prostheses. This broad range of applications has meant that blind source separation (BSS) is an important area of research in signal processing and related fields. Through the course of research, four main approaches to BSS have emerged: independent component analysis (ICA), spatial filtering, non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF), and computational auditory scene analysis (CASA). ICA seeks to separate components based on statistical independence. The technique aims to find the inverse mixing matrix that provides the most independent separated source signals [23, 7, 34] . Spatial filtering uses microphone array signal processing to enhance sound arriving from a particular direction. NMF [24] aims to factorise a timefrequency (T-F) representation of a mixture in to two matrices: bases and coding. The bases matrix is formed from a set of unique spectral structures; each basis does not represent a source in the mixture but rather each sound that is part of the mixture. For example, the signal from a piano would be divided into each individually occurring note or speech into individual formants. The coding matrix determines the temporal activation of the bases. CASA aims to mimic human auditory scene analysis (ASA) [9] , which is the process by which a human makes sense of an auditory scene, a key part of which is the separation of mixtures of sounds. Humans demonstrate a remarkable ability to extract a target sound from a mixture, providing important motivation for research into CASA. It is for this reason that the current chapter chooses to focus on CASA.
A typical CASA system broadly consists of two stages [50] . Firstly an analysis of the audio in the T-F domain is used to decide whether a particular T-F unit should be designated as target or interference. Secondly, this information is used to mask the T-F representation in order to reduce or eliminate the interference. In his seminal treatise on the topic, Wang [48] proposed the ideal binary mask (IBM) as the goal of CASA. The IBM is set to one when the target energy exceeds the interference energy and zero otherwise. Binary masking has also been coupled with other aforementioned BSS techniques including ICA (e.g. [37] ) and NMF (e.g. [18] ). The proposal of the IBM as the goal of CASA has been supported by a number of studies that have shown the IBM to be advantageous for machine and human listening tasks, including speech intelligibility (e.g. [11, 40, 27] ), and ASR (e.g. [42, 13, 19] ). Furthermore, it was shown that under certain constraints the IBM is the optimal binary mask in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [28] . However, it is well known that the binary mask separation method introduces audible distortions, especially so-called musical noise. The distortion is caused by repeated narrow-frequency-band switching. As will be shown in this chapter, the perceived audio quality of binary-masked audio is poor. This has the potential to limit the applications of binary mask-based techniques such as CASA to domains where the output is not auditioned. This constitutes a significant limitation.
In order to address this limitation and the shortcomings of the IBM, this chapter will propose the ideal ratio mask (IRM) [42] as the goal of CASA. Under certain circumstances and/or for particular applications, the value of the IBM may be great, and this chapter is not intended to refute that. Instead, the chapter will argue that the IRM may be preferable to the IBM as the goal of CASA for a number of theoretical and practical reasons, and across a majority of applications. The chapter will start with a review of the musical noise problem is Sect. 2. A number of advantageous features of the IRM will then be reviewed in Sect. 3, leading to the proposal of the IRM as the goal of CASA. The IBM and IRM will then be compared in Sect. 4 using existing studies and a brief empirical study utilising both purely objective and perceptually-informed objective BSS metrics.
The Problem with the Ideal Binary Mask
Although binary masking has proved to be an effective BSS method, the prevalence of artefacts such as musical noise appears to have a deleterious effect on the audio quality of the separated output. Whilst this might not be problematic for applications where the output is not auditioned (such as ASR or databasing tasks) for other tasks (such as speech enhancement or auditory scene reconstruction) the poor audio quality is likely to prevent adoption of binary mask-based techniques such as CASA.
Few studies have compared the audio quality achieved by binary masking to that achieved by other BSS methods, and hence it is difficult to draw meaningful conclusions on the degree to which binary masking is deleterious for audio quality. Some data can be found in Table 1 [33] . The paper compares four BSS algorithms against IBM-based separation. The first model, M1, combines a noise tracker based on voice activity detection (VAD) with a minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) spectral amplitude estimator (STSA) [15] . The second model, M2, combines a VAD-based noise tracker with a log-spectral amplitude estimator (LSA) [16] . M1 and M2 use the "decision-directed" method [15] to estimate the a priori SNR by weighting the estimated spectral amplitude and noise variance of the previous frame, and the a posteriori SNR in the current frame. The third model, M3, uses a magnitude-DFT MMSE estimator under the assumption that the required coefficients have a generalised Gamma distribution (GGD). The fourth model, proposed in the paper, combines a noise estimator designed for highly non-stationary noise (NSNE) [39] with a maximum likelihood (ML) speech estimator to produce a DFT-based soft mask. The comparison utilises the perceptual evaluation of audio source separation (PEASS) toolbox [14] . The results indicate that in terms of "overall perceptual score" (OPS) (a metric intended to indicate the "global quality" of the separated output), the IBM performs poorly compared to the other methods; the difference is as much as 20 points on the 100-point scale.
A similar trend can be observed in Table 2 [4], which compares: S1, a generalised expectation-maximisation framework for handling prior information [35] ; S2, a ksubspace-based tensor factorisation method [31] ; the IBM obtained via the shorttime Fourier transform (STFT); and the IBM obtained via the gammatone filterbank (GTFB). The table shows some differences of a similar magnitude to Table 1 , depending on the T-F decomposition and mixture. Note that the SNR and signal-todistortion ratio (SDR) data presented in the tables show that poor OPS performance is not solely attributable to poor separation performance.
Other studies have shown that the IBM is not optimal in terms of audio quality. One study [10] found that although the IBM improves speech intelligibility in noisy conditions and causes the noise to be less annoying, the separated speech is unnat- ural and consequently listeners do not find it preferable to the unseparated mixture. It is noted that by softening the mask the distortions are reduced and the noise is increased (lowering intelligibility), but that the result is preferred by listeners to the IBM and un-processed outputs. It should be noted that this study was conducted on normal hearing listeners. There is some evidence to suggest that hearing-impaired listeners are less sensitive to musical noise [1] . Therefore it may not be advantageous to lower the SNR by softening the mask for applications targeting hearing-impaired listeners.
A number of other studies have also shown that musical noise arising from binary masking can be reduced by soft masking, but that this comes at a cost in terms of SNR (e.g. [25, 2, 5] ).
Such is the disturbance caused by musical noise that some studies have attempted to improve the perceptual quality of binary-masked audio (e.g. [2, 3, 29] ). In one study, summarised in Table 3 , mask post-processing, and alternative mask estimation algorithms, were compared to the IBM in an attempt to improve the OPS of the separated output [43] . Specifically, the study compared: the IBM; a noisy binary mask (NBM) that had triangular probability density function (TPDF) noise added to the binary values; a dithered binary mask in which the SNR had TPDF dither added prior to mask calculation; and a cepstrally-smoothed binary mask [29] that, after optimisation, effectively added 0.1 to all zero-valued mask units. Similarly to previous studies noted above, the study concluded that the OPS could be improved, but at the cost of some interference suppression. Although the DBM demonstrated some quality improvement, methods that demonstrated the greatest improvement in OPS allowed the mask values to deviate from zero and one.
These results suggest that a well-defined soft mask may achieve a better audio quality than a binary mask. This has also been suggested by other authors [29, 49] . However, it seems that the choice of soft mask should be made carefully such that it does not introduce an SNR penalty. Several authors (e.g. [6, 5] ) have suggested the use of sigmoid functions in order to generate soft masks. One such approach [5] showed that a soft mask defined in this way offers a slight signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) advantage over a binary mask. However, it remains unclear how such sigmoidal masks perform using more common metrics such as SNR. One mask that has received attention in recent years is the IRM [42] . As will be shown in the next section, the IRM has a number of properties that make it a good alternative to the IBM as the goal of CASA.
The Ideal Ratio Mask as the Goal of Computational Auditory
Scene Analysis CASA aims to model the human process of ASA [48] . Bregman [9] states that the goal of ASA is "the recovery of separate descriptions of each separate thing in the environment". However, this goal is too vague to be transferred directly to CASA. In his important treatise on the goal of CASA, Wang [48] suggests three options, before suggesting that the IBM should be the goal. The first option is to separate out all sound sources in a given mixture. However, this goal is far beyond the capabilities of the human listener who may only be able to separate a handful of concurrent sound sources. The second option is to enhance ASR. Whilst appealing, since this is one of the primary applications of CASA, it is not the only application. Thus in order to retain maximum usefulness across applications, the goal should not be tied to a specific application. The final option is to enhance human listening. However, not all applications involve human listeners (ASR, for example), and thus this goal would also only apply to a subset of applications. Measuring the responses of human listeners may also introduce prohibitive requirements of time, resources, and/or expertise that might hinder progress in the field. Consequently, Wang [48] suggests that the IBM should be the goal of CASA, for a number of reasons discussed in this section. In contrast, this section proposes the IRM as the goal of CASA. The thesis is based on three strands of argumentation: that the IRM matches or exceeds all of the desirable properties laid out by Wang (Sect. 3.1); that the IRM provides a closer match to psychophysical and perceptual mechanisms than the IBM (Sect. 3.2); and that the IRM provides a number of computational advantages (Sect. 3.3).
Properties of the IBM and IRM
Firstly, for the sake of clarity, the IBM m B and IRM m R are defined in the following way:
where u {t,i} is the power of the target and interfering source(s) (t and i respectively) in time frame m and frequency bin/channel c. In his paper proposing the IBM as the goal of CASA, Wang [48] specified four desirable properties of the IBM. These are:
1. "flexibility"-for a given mixture, the mask will differ according to which sources are designated target and interference; 2. "well-definedness"-the ideal mask retains its definition independently of how many sources are present; 3. ceiling performance-the IBM is the optimal binary mask; and 4. psychoacoustical correspondence-the IBM broadly agrees with auditory masking and ASA [9] theories.
Given the similarity of the definitions of the IBM and IRM shown in (2) and (3), it can be seen that the IRM shares all of these properties. Firstly, the IRM is identically flexible: any source can be designated as the target, and the sum of remaining sources is typically designated as the interference. Secondly, the IRM is also welldefined, since the interference component may constitute any number of sources. Thirdly, the IRM is the optimal ratio mask and is closely related to the ideal Wiener filter, which is the optimal linear filter with respect to MMSE [51, 28] . Lastly, the IRM broadly agrees with psychoacoustic principles. This last point might seem surprising: it might appear counterintuitive that the IBM and IRM can both honour psychoacoustic principles. However, they can and, although they are both approximations, the next section will show how the IRM is perhaps a better approximation of auditory masking and ASA principles than the IBM.
Psychophysical and Perceptual Bases of the IRM
It is argued by Wang [48] that the IBM corresponds closely to auditory masking and ASA theories. However, this section argues that the IRM provides a closer match. The concept of binary masking assumes that auditory masking is dichotomous: that a sound is either masked or it is not. To put it another way, it suggests that a sensory threshold exists. However, it has been known since the 1950s that this is an inadequate description when discussing sensory perception in any modality (see [44] for a review). Like any sensory threshold, auditory masking is only dichotomous in the sense that the experimenter asks the subject a yes/no question, e.g. "is the sound audible?". It seems reasonable that under identical circumstances a listener should always give the same answer. However, this is often not the case. The probability of a consistent answer depends on the relative level of the competing stimulus: the greater the difference, the greater the probability of a consistent answer. Furthermore, individual listeners may give different answers. In auditory masking experiments this probability of detection is often plotted as a function of signal magnitude in order to produce a psychometric function.
Auditory masking, like many aspects of sensory perception, has therefore been described using signal detection theory [38, 46, 45] . When applied to the auditory domain, the theory defines a decision variable, which often corresponds to physiological or psychological responses to a stimulus, such as the auditory nerve firing rate or sensory impression. Signal detection theory dictates that the average value of the decision variable is monotonically related to stimulus magnitude. However, signal detection theory also dictates that the value of the decision variable may fluctuate. There are two causes of fluctuation: external variations such as background noise level, or internal variations such as plausible differences in neural responses or other psychological factors [32] .
It can be seen therefore that a ratio mask, where values vary in the range [0,1], provides a closer match to signal detection theory than a binary mask. A value of 0 or 1 indicates certainty in the absence or presence of a signal, respectively. An intermediate value may be obtained when the signals are of similar magnitude. Although this may or may not agree with an experimentally-derived psychometric function, it at least provides a conceptual indication that masking is uncertain.
It should be noted, however, that the concept of a binary mask does agree to some extent with the ASA [9] theory. The theory draws on Gestalt principles of "exclusive allocation" (sometimes referred to as "disjoint allocation" or "belongingness") in visual perception, whereby a sensory element can not be used in the descriptions of more than one object at a time. However, whilst this principle generally holds true, there are a number of examples of violations of this principle in the auditory domain (see [8] for a review). Bregman [8] describes this as "duplex perception". Furthermore, the grouping of sensory elements may depend on perspective or attention. Unlike the ratio mask, a binary mask can not account for these observations because each T-F unit is always assigned to the source with the most energy.
In his paper, Wang [48] compares auditory objects to visual objects. Using this analogy, foreground visual objects are assigned a mask value of one, whereas occluded objects are assigned a value of zero. However, Bregman [8] argues that . . . sound is transparent. A sound in the foreground does not 'occlude' a sound in the background in the same way as a visual object occludes our view of objects behind it.
In the visual domain, objects are occluded because light emitted or reflected from the object does not impinge on the retina. In the auditory domain, even if a sound source is visually occluded, its acoustic energy still usually impinges on the ear drums via numerous acoustic pathways. Thereafter sounds are occluded by physiological, psychophysical, or psychological mechanisms, rather than an absence of stimulating input to the auditory system. Furthermore, the human head seldom occludes sound; sound arriving at both ears usually contains information about all sound sources.
Given that auditory objects are transparent, it seems disadvantageous to assign portions of the sensory input to only one object when information about both objects is available. A visual analogy is given in Figure 1 . The two images on the left show two objects that are overlapped such that there is now a small common area. Using a disjoint allocation principle-demonstrated in the middle of the figure-the common area must be assigned to one object. The scenario is analogous to binary masking. The occluding object is corrupt whereas the occluded object is incomplete. Using a duplex perception principle-demonstrated in the right of the figure-the common area may be assigned to both objects. The scenario is analogous to ratio masking. The resulting objects are now complete, irrespective of the chosen source, although each is corrupted to some extent by the other. The ratio value indicates the extent of the corruption and hence how meaningful the area is likely to be to the cur- the disjoint allocation case (middle) is analogous to the binary mask; the duplex perception case (right) is analogous to the ratio mask rent source. Note that this analogy applies not only to overlapping auditory objects, but also to the BSS problem since algorithms often try to estimate some parameter(s) of both the occluding and occluded signal in order to decide how to assign T-F units ( (2) and (3) assume that some knowledge of both sources is available).
Computational Bases of the IRM
The IRM has a number of theoretical computational advantages, which are discussed in this section.
In their important paper on the relative merits of the IBM and IRM, Li & Wang [28] note that:
. . . the IRM achieves higher SNR gains compared to the IBM. However, despite the fact that the IBM is binary and the IRM is not, the SNR gain of the IBM is surprisingly close to that of the IRM. This shows that the IBM is a very reasonable performance metric for sound separation. Indeed, there are reasons to prefer the IBM over the IRM as the computational goal of a separation system. The estimation of the IBM is considerably simpler than that of the IRM: the former requires only binary decisions, while the latter requires estimating the energy ratio of the two signals. Binary estimation is facilitated by the existence of numerous classification and clustering methods.
The SNR achieved by the IRM is shown in the paper to be, on average, 0.1-0.8 dB higher than that achieved by the IBM, depending on the T-F decomposition and constituent signals. Of course, the importance of this gain depends on the overall SNR of the BSS algorithm.
Li & Wang argue above that binary masking facilitates classification and clustering methodologies. Whilst the IRM may preclude these possibilities, it does facilitate alternative probabilistic frameworks; the ratio value may be considered to indicate the probability that a given T-F region is reliable [6] or belongs to a particular source. Additionally, the binary mask can be considered as a special case and subset of the ratio mask. Indeed the equivalent binary mask may always be derived from the ratio mask by rounding or quantising ratio values; the IRM can not be derived from the IBM. This is important from an application point of view, and suggests that algorithms should always try to estimate the IRM; the algorithm may subsequently choose (or be told) to quantise the mask if the application, for whatever reason, deems it appropriate.
Lastly, Li & Wang suggest that estimating ratio values may be more difficult than making binary decisions. Whilst this may or may not be the case, it should first be considered that the original definitions of the IBM (2) and IRM (3) contain identical quantities: estimates of the target and total interfering signal energy. Hence, in principle the task does not differ in its complexity, even if practical applications do not intend to estimate these values directly. Furthermore, simplicity is a relativistic concept; undoubtedly as knowledge in this field advances estimates of the IRM will become more accurate. The next section will consider the concept of "difficulty" in more detail.
Comparisons of the Ideal Binary and Ratio Masks
Thus far this chapter has outlined theoretical and practical reasons to prefer the IRM over the IBM. The IRM has been shown to offer a small SNR gain over the IBM [28] . It has also been suggested that soft masks may provide superior audio quality to binary masks. A number of other studies have provided reasons to prefer soft masks to binary masks.
In the original paper proposing the IRM [42] , summarised in Table 4 , it was found that, for a small vocabulary digit recognition task, the IBM coupled with a missing-data ASR system marginally out-performed the IRM coupled with a conventional ASR system, by an accuracy of the order of 1% across all SNRs. However, with a large vocabulary command and control task there was demonstrable improvement from the IRM of as much as 30% accuracy, with greatest improvement found in higher noise conditions. Similar findings, shown in Table 5 , were made [6] by employing a soft "fuzzy" (though non-ideal) mask rather than a binary (non-ideal) mask. In this case, the fuzzy mask was produced by compressing the difference between the estimated local noise and signal x using a sigmoidal function of the form
where α ∈ [0, ∞) and β ∈ [0, 1] are parameters controlling the sigmoid slope and centre respectively. The binary mask was derived in a similar way; the final values were rounded to 0 or 1. As shown in the table, the fuzzy mask achieves an ASR accuracy gain of a more modest 14%, again with greatest improvement found in higher noise conditions. Gains have also been observed for human audition. A recent study [30] found that a soft mask based on the Wiener filter (IWF) significantly out-performed the IBM (with either a fixed or local threshold, IBM-F and IBM-L respectively) in terms of Table 6 Speech intelligibility of speech separated using different T-F masks and under different interference conditions [30] .
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Babble Interference Speech Interference speech intelligibility and quality. The speech intelligibility data are summarised in Table 6 . In this study the formulation of the IWF was identical to the IRM since the power-spectral density was not smoothed. The table shows that the intelligibility gain can be as much as 100% in high noise conditions. A similar finding, summarised in Table 7 , was made in another recent study [22] , although the data were yielded from non-ideal masks. In the paper, the authors created a number of mask-estimation algorithms based on estimating the MMSE of the spectral magnitude. Specifically, a continuous gain MMSE mask (CG-MMSE) was compared with with two binary gain (BG) estimators (BG-HU [21] and BG2-MMSE proposed in the work). The unprocessed noisy speech was also tested. The table shows that the CG-MMSE system achieved a more modest gain of up to approximately 30% in higher noise conditions. These differences in performance were attributed, in part, to the better preservation of the target envelope by the soft mask. It has been shown that the signal envelope is important for speech intelligibility [41] . These studies have offered compelling evidence that the IRM may provide a superior output to the IBM for a number of applications. It was also shown [30] that the Wiener filtering approach is less sensitive to errors in terms of speech intelligibility. However, it remains unclear how the IBM and IRM trade off in terms of the numerous sources of error and the magnitude of any separation performance gains, and whether a ratio mask retains its error robustness in terms of sound source separation metrics (i.e. whether the supposed difficulty of estimating the IRM [28] incurs a penalty). The rest of this section describes a new study that attempted to address these points. The study compared the separated audio output produced by binary and ratio masks using a number of objective and perceptually-informed objective metrics. As in the previously reported study [30] it was assumed that task difficulty could be modelled by introducing errors to the target and interfering signal energy. The errors inevitably led to an erroneous mask. Consequently two additive error components ε t and ε i were introduced, resulting in "estimated" binary and ratio masks (m B andm R respectively).
The error components were calculated independently for the target and interfering signal using a previously defined method [30] . Specifically the error perturbed the spectral coefficient(s) in each T-F unit prior to the calculation of spectral power used to formulate the masks. However, unlike the previous study [30] , both the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and the gammatone filterbank (GTFB) were utilised. Similarly to Li & Wang's study [28] the GTFB was fourth-order and had 64 channels with centre frequencies equally spaced on the ERB-rate scale between 50 and 8000 Hz, although the time and phase responses were aligned using the method described by Patterson et. al. [36] . The STFT was 512-point but the frames were not overlapping (since Li & Wang [28] point out that the IBM may only be optimal when frames do not overlap).
The spectral power for the target and interferer signals,û t andû i respectively, were calculated in the following way. For the GTFB
where X is the output of the GTFB for the target or interfering signals, M GT is the frame length (10 ms in samples), and n is the sample index. For the STFT
where M FFT is the FFT size (512). In both cases ε is an error component and θ ∈ [0, 1] is the error magnitude. For the GTFB the error was normally distributed noise with zero mean. For the STFT the error was complex noise where both real and imaginary parts were normally distributed with zero mean. In each case the error was scaled in each frequency channel/bin to have equal power to the unperturbed target and interferer signals. The perturbed powers were used to calculate "estimated" binary and ratio masks,m B andm R respectively, such that
With θ = 0, the signal power was unperturbed and the masks were ideal, with θ = 1 the error had equal magnitude to the unperturbed signals. The estimated masks were applied to the unperturbed mixture in order to calculate the performance metrics. Examples of the masks are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . The stimuli were taken from the SiSEC2013 corpus 1 . Instantaneous mixtures from the D1 and D2 data sets were used; each source was designated in turn as the target, with the sum of remaining sources designated as the interference (for the purposes of calculatingû i and ε i ).
In total eight metrics were employed:
• SNR; Fig. 2 Examples of the ideal and "estimated" masks using a gammatone filterbank: binary masks (left column) and ratio masks (right column); ideal masks (θ = 0) (top row), θ = 0.5 (middle row), and θ = 1 (bottom row) Fig. 3 Examples of the ideal and "estimated" masks using a short-time Fourier transform: binary masks (left column) and ratio masks (right column); ideal masks (θ = 0) (top row), θ = 0.5 (middle row), and θ = 1 (bottom row)
• three metrics from the BSS eval toolbox [47] : SDR, SIR, and signal-to-artefacts ratio (SAR); and • four metrics from the PEASS toolbox [14] : OPS, target-related perceptual score (TPS), interference-related perceptual score (IPS), and artefact-related perceptual score (APS).
The SNR and OPS metrics are designated here as "global" metrics, since they produce a single quantity derived from a number of sources of error, whereas the other metrics consider only a subset of error sources. The results for the GTFB versus error magnitude θ are shown in Fig. 4 . Differences, calculated as the scores for the ratio masks minus the scores for the binary masks, are given in Fig. 5 . Note that in some cases the confidence intervals in Fig.  4 overlap but the corresponding difference scores in Fig. 5 are significant, i.e. the lower bound of the confidence interval is greater than zero. This is because calculating differences eliminates within-group variation, so that only between-group variation is exposed. The results show that the ratio masks retain a small but significant SNR advantage over the binary masks for all θ . The ratio masks are also superior in terms of OPS, TPS, SAR, and APS. However, this it at the cost of interference suppression (SIR and IPS). The difference in SDR is negligible. The reduction in artefacts is particularly prominent, and seems to have resulted in a substantial improvement in OPS for some values of θ . Informal listening suggested that the increase in OPS is attributable to the reduction in musical noise.
In terms of error resilience, the results show that no significant penalty is incurred when there are errors in estimating source power. The ratio masks retains their SNR, OPS, TPS, SAR, and APS advantage for all θ .
Data for the STFT are given in Figs. 6 and 7. The trends shown in these data appear to mostly align with observations made of the GTFB. Note that the SNR gain is generally larger in this case, whereas the OPS gain is generally smaller. Interestingly, the ratio masks out-perform the binary masks in terms of SIR for most values of θ , although this advantage is not reflected in the IPS.
These results suggest that the ratio masks out-perform the binary masks in terms of the "global" metrics (SNR and OPS). As previously found, the IRM's SNR gain over the IBM is small, and this advantage is retained when the masks deviate from ideal. The ratio masks appear to significantly reduce musical noise, out-performing the binary masks in terms of artefact reduction (SAR and APS). They also appear to generally out-perform the binary masks in terms of TPS. However, the cost here has been shown to be interference suppression. It remains unclear whether this will be important to any specific applications. Therefore the IRM seems likely to be a more appropriate goal for most applications. It should be noted that these differences may depend upon the T-F resolution, especially in terms of speech intelligibility [26, 30] , such that smaller differences may be observed at higher resolutions.
It may be of interest to note that both experiments indicate a maximal OPS for θ > 0, i.e. for a non-ideal mask. It seems that the introduction of random errors into an ideal mask can reduce the severity of objectionable artefacts (as can be seen in the APS plots) due to a lessening of the regularity and, for a ratio mask, the severity of transitions. This phenomenon has been explored in a previous study [43] .
Conclusions
This chapter has argued that the IRM is a more appropriate goal for CASA than the IBM. A number of reasons, summarised in the following sentences, were provided. Firstly, the IRM shares desirable properties with the IBM that make it an appropriate goal for CASA. Secondly, the IRM seems to correspond more closely to human psychophysical and perceptual mechanisms, such as auditory masking and ASA, than the IBM. Thirdly, the IRM has some computational advantages, such as facilitating probabilistic frameworks. Fourthly, the equivalent binary mask may always be derived from the ratio mask; the reverse is not possible. Fifthly, studies have shown the IRM to provide small gains over the IBM for BSS (in terms of SNR), but modest to large gains for ASR and speech intelligibility. Lastly, hints in the literature that the IRM may lead to a higher audio quality than the IBM by reducing musical noise were confirmed in a brief empirical study. The study showed that although the SNR gain offered by the IRM might be small, and might come at the cost of a slightly reduced interference suppression, a significant gain in OPS can be obtained, together with an improved TPS, APS and SAR. Furthermore, the IRM retains many of its advantages independently of any errors made in estimating source powers.
It is acknowledged that the'ideal' mask might sometimes be beaten in terms of OPS by a slightly less ideal mask. This might suggest that the goal of CASA should perhaps be an 'almost-ideal' ratio mask. However, current algorithms are likely to produce a small degree of error when used for practical BSS and so if the goal is the IRM then it is likely that an 'almost-ideal' ratio mask is what will be actually produced. Thus, adopting the IRM as the goal of CASA is likely to lead to algorithms delivering optimal OPS.
